
PMM SCAR MLOK RAIL EXTENSION (MRE) , KEYMOD RAIL EXTENSION (KRE), PICATINNY RAIL EXTESNSION (PRE)

Installation Instructions.

WARNING!

Prior to handling any fire arm be sure that the weapon is cleared and is safe to work with, additionally if at any time you do not feel confident in doing the installation of
any PMM product PMM recommends you contact a Licensed Gunsmith for assistance.

Kit Components: 1X PMM SCAR MLOK Rail Extension (MRE)

 Installation of PMM SCAR MLOK Rail Extension (MRE)

 Proper installation of the PMM MLOK Rail Extension requires the use of the PMM SCAR MLOK Rail panels & PMM MLOK Lower Rail section, Refer to the PMM Supplied Instructions for
both before proceeding.

Installation of the PMM MLOK Rail Extension

With the rifle flipped onto it's top 1913 Rail and the PMM MLOK side Rail panels  attached, flip up the front sight post and put the Rifle into the "supressed" setting on the gas block. Now
slide the PMM MLOK rail Extension over the gas block and align the 3 & 9 O'clock tangs on the PMM MLOK Rail Extension with the Upper receiver guide rails and slighty start them

into the receiver.

It is critical at this time that you make sure both PMM T-25 Torx bolts in the 3 & 9 O'clock positions are pushed out of the receiver guide slots so the PMM MLOK Rail Extension will slide
freely into the Upper receiver with not resistance (Image #1)

Once the the bolts are clear and the rail is pushed into the receiver you may begin to lightly thread the 3&9 O'Clock PMM T-25 bolts into the PMM MLOK Rail Extesion making sure the
bolts are not cross threading.

It is not Required to TQ, the 3 & 9 O'clock PMM T-25 bolts to 61 inch pounds like the Barrel 4 rear T-25 Barrel bolts.  

PMM Recomends you torque the  3,9 & two 6 O'clock T-25 bolts on the lower rail to 30 inch pounds only as they are not carrying the barrel.

Removing the barrel with PMM Mlok Rails & PMM MLOk Rail Extension is as simple as loosening the four Rear Factory T-25 Torx bolts and the two PMM Front T-25 bolts then sliding the
complete barrel, PMM MLOK Rail extension and PMM Mlok lower rail out of the receiver.

 Notice:

#1. In some cases there will be a small step between the PMM MLOK Rail Extension & PMM Lower MLOK rail, 2X .010" shims are provided in the PMM MLOK lower
rail to help minimize this "step". You may use these shims under the PMM Lower MLOK rail mounting holes to adjust the "step" height if desired.

#2. The PMM MLOK Rail Extension has been designed to maintain a full " free floating barrel" when installed properly no portion of the rail should  not contact the
gas block or barrel at all.

In the event the gas block or barrel is touching the  MRE loosen the MRE and re fit it it the receiver.

                                      Image #1                                          

 Final Note: Based on  testing all PMM MLOK MLOK Rail extensions should fit both the 16 and 17 Weapon systems. If for any reason you   are having issues with
fitment of the MRE  please feel free to contact me below.~Jarod.

E-mail parkermountainmachine@gmail.com / P- (603)664-9606

mailto:parkermountainmachine@gmail.com



